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Abstract
Online transaction processing systems use two-phase locking (2PL) to guarantee serializability. However, traditional
2PL does not perform well under high contention, because
a transaction will be blocked when it fails to acquire lock.
This paper proposes a scalable work stealing algorithm for
2PL to leverage intra-transaction parallelism. The key idea
is to parallelize the lock holder’s work among lock waiters.
Compared to traditional 2PL, our approach can achieve up to
2.8X throughput improvement for TPC-C new-order transactions under high contention.

1. Introduction
Existing online transaction processing (OLTP) systems use
two-phase locking (2PL) [2, 14] or optimistic concurrency
control (OCC) [2, 24] to ensure transaction serializability. However, these protocols do not scale on a multi-core
platform, especially when the workload exhibits high contention. Under 2PL, a transaction must grab the lock of a
record before accessing it. Thus, once concurrently transactions make conflicting access, their execution will be serialized. Under OCC, all but one conflicting transactions must
abort and retry, resulting in worse performance than 2PL
under contended workloads. There have been work parallelize highly contended workloads. Unfortunately, most of
them target on specific workloads. For examples, some systems [35, 52, 56] require the workload to be static, while
others [8, 12, 46–48] require the system to know the working set of each transaction before its execution. As a result,
these work have limited usage scenarios in practice.
OCC and 2PL do not scale well because they enforce the
execution order of conflicting transactions in coarse granu-
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larity (inter-transaction). Actually, there is unexploited parallelism in fine granularity (intra-transaction). For example,
suppose two concurrent transactions, T1 and T2 , attempting
to update record a and then b. Under 2PL, if T1 has locked
a before T2 , T2 cannot access a and thus idly waits until T1
commits. However, instead of idly waiting, T2 could help
T1 execute its second operation of updating b. In this way, a
single transaction (e.g., T1 ) can be parallelized. This paper
presents StealDB, a new approach to improving multi-core
database performance by unleashing the intra-transaction
parallelism.
Existing approaches to exploit intra-transaction parallelism [22, 36, 41] dispatch the independent operations of
a transaction to different worker threads. Unfortunately, this
approach faces two technical challenges: 1) the dispatching
component can become a performance bottleneck, and 2) it
is hard to balance the load across worker threads. It is difficult to address these two challenges simultaneously: to balance the load, the system needs to check the current status of
each worker before dispatching, thereby worsening the performance of the bottlenecked dispatcher.
StealDB’s key ingredients in solving these challenges
are: 1) extract intra-transaction parallelism only for conflicting transactions and, 2) leverage work stealing to balance the load. In the previous example, when T2 is waiting
to acquire the lock held by T1 , it will steal T1 ’s second operation to execute, resulting in intra-transaction parallelism.
However, if T2 accesses different records and does not conflict with T1 , then no work stealing happens and there is only
inter-transaction parallelism.
Naively using existing work-stealing algorithms [5, 13]
cannot scale up under highly contended workloads. The reason is that too many conflicting transactions end up attempting to steal operations from a single transaction. As a result,
all of them contend on a single data structure to get the next
runnable operation. Inspired by the scalable locking algorithms [9, 33], we propose a new scalable work-stealing algorithm to avoid contention. Specifically, StealDB organizes
transactions that conflict on a record into a queue. A transaction steals work from the previous transaction and its work
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GRAPH ) of the simplified TPC-C new-order transaction. In brackets are the database tables touched by each operation. RO and RW
stand for read-only and read-write accesses to the tables respectively. op3 /N stands for the op3 of the N th iteration.

may get further stolen by the next transaction in the queue.
This strategy avoids performance collapse when the number
of worker threads increases.
We have implemented a preliminary version of StealDB
in C++ based on Silo [49]. As an ongoing project, we have
only evaluated StealDB with a micro-benchmark and TPCC new-order transactions [45]. Compared to traditional 2PL,
StealDB can improve the throughput by up to 2.8X for TPCC new-order transactions under high contention and only
incur negligible overhead under low contention.

2. Overview
2.1 Intra-transaction Parallelism in OLTP
Transaction processing systems support inter-transaction
parallelism, i.e. the parallel execution of independent transactions, by assigning each transaction to a worker thread.
Moreover, some operations within a single transaction can
also be executed in parallel, which is called intra-transaction
parallelism. For example, most of the operations in the TPCC new-order transactions [45] can be executed concurrently.
As shown in the left part of Figure 1, all operations except
op1 in the new-order transaction are independent of each
other. Therefore, it is possible to execute these operations
concurrently.
Although intra-transaction parallelism is widely used in
OLAP workloads [1], it is difficult to exploit it for OLTP
workloads. First, a typical OLTP transaction only accesses
a moderate number of records, thereby limiting the amount
of intra-transaction parallelism. For example, the TPC-C
new-order transaction accesses 37 records on average. Second, parallelizing the execution of a single transaction incurs communication overhead among CPU cores, including
dispatching the operations, passing execution results across
operations, and coordinating the commit status of each operation. Therefore, to exploit intra-transaction parallelism efficiently, we need to fully utilize the limited potential paral-
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Figure 1. The pseudo-code and dependency graph (D EP -

Figure 2. A throughput comparison of the TPC-C new-order
transaction workload.

lelism and minimize communication overhead across CPU
cores.
2.2 Basic Solution: Work Stealing
Our proposed approach parallelizes a transaction only when
there is contention. For example, suppose there are two concurrent TPC-C new-order transactions, T1 and T2 (as described in Figure 1) and they conflict on op1 . Under 2PL,
once T1 has locked the district table, T2 cannot executes
op1 until T1 commits. Existing system implementations either suspends T2 and starts a new transaction, or keeps T2
busy waiting until T1 commits. StealDB worker also suspends the execution of T2 , but instead of executing a new
transaction, StealDB will schedule T2 ’s worker to execute
T1 ’s remaining operations. Consequently, T1 is parallelized
only when transactions conflict.
Using the basic work-stealing idea, T1 will put all independent runnable operations (e.g. op2 and op3 of every
item) to its runnable queue. When other transactions (T2 ) are
blocked at op1 due to locks held by T1 , they will look up T1 ’s
runnable queue and steal operations to execute. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of 2PL for TPC-C new-order transactions under high contention. Note that the workload only
has one type of transaction accessing 37 records on average; all transactions conflict on the first operation district
record (op1 ), and the other operations of the transaction are
independent and access random records from different tables. Compared to vanilla 2PL, the throughput of 2PL with
basic work stealing (WS) can scale to 8 cores and has 2.2X
speedup (65.79K vs 29.02K TPS). However, the throughput
degrades after 8 cores since too many transactions steal operations from a single transaction simultaneously, causing high
contention in getting the available operations from a single
runnable queue.
2.3 Scalable Work Stealing Algorithm
To remedy the problem of basic work-stealing algorithm,
we propose to pass the information of available operations
among worker threads one-by-one, inspired by the scalable
queue-based locking [9, 34]. The idea for queue-based lock-

ing is to maintain an explicit list of all waiting threads for
each lock. Upon releasing the lock, the lock holder passes
the lock to the next waiter in the list. This approach significantly reduces the cacheline invalidation events and avoids
performance collapse as more CPU cores are involved. In
our scalable queue-based work-stealing algorithm, all conflicting transactions are chained together as a linked list, and
transaction Ti can only steal operations from its immediate
previous transaction Ti−1 .
Suppose there are three concurrent new-order instances
(T1 , T2 and T3 ). They all conflict with each other on the first
operation (op1 ), as they access the same district table. If T1
executes op1 before T2 and T3 , it will put all independent
operations into its runnable queue and start to execute op2 .
The successor (T2 ) in the chain of blocked transactions will
steal T1 ’s operations to execute. Similarly, T3 may steal T1 ’s
operations from T2 to execute. Note that T1 can further steal
its operations from the tail of the chain (T3 ). Consequently,
the lock holder’s operations can be efficiently parallelized
across all lock waiters.

3. Design
In this section, we introduce how to generate dependency
graphs for transactions (Section 3.1), how to exploit intratransaction parallelism on contention (Section 3.2), and how
to leverages queue-based mechanism to implement scalable
work stealing (Section 3.3).
3.1 Offline Analysis
Before executing a new type of transaction, StealDB will
first perform an offline analysis to construct a static dependency graph (D EP - GRAPH), which is used to parallelize the
execution of the transaction. In dep-graph, the transaction is
represented as a DAG of operations (op). Operation opj is a
child of opi if opj depends on opi (e.g. opj ’s execution needs
opi ’s result). We assume that a transaction does not have dynamic control flows; otherwise, it is not parallelized. Unlike
prior work [35, 52, 56], the offline analysis in StealDB only
needs to analyze an individual transaction.
3.2 Intra-transaction Parallelism
Upon receiving a request, StealDB creates a transaction instance with three pieces of data structures: 1) the D EP GRAPH containing all its operations and their corresponding
contexts. The context of an operation includes a pointer to
the operation’s function and the input/output of the operation (e.g., the input may contain the key of the record to be
accessed). 2) the runnable queue containing all runnable operations that can be stolen by other transactions. 3) the steal
context, which is a htid, indexi tuple. The tid is the transaction ID of the transaction instance T which others try to
steal operations from. The index indicates the last runnable
operation in T ’s runnable queue. The steal context is a single
64-bit word to ensure atomic access.

Transaction execution and commit. Algorithm 1 shows
how a worker thread in StealDB executes a transaction
operation-by-operation (Line 1-2). StealDB executes each
operation (op) in its runnable queue from the beginning. If
all dependencies of some operation opi are satisfied upon executing op, StealDB will insert opi into the runnable queue
after op finishes (Line 3-4). As StealDB uses 2PL to ensure serializability, each operation will hold the locks of
records accessed until the end of execution. After all operations finish, StealDB checks the status of each finished operation (Line 6-7). If any operation is aborted, then StealDB
will abort the entire transaction by discarding all buffered
changes. Otherwise, it will commit the transaction. In either
case, it releases all locks held by the operations before returning.
A LGORITHM 1: RUN T RANSACTION (T ) :
Input: T : The current transaction
// Execute transaction T
1: foreach op in T .runnable queue do
2:
RUN O P (op, T.tid)
3:
if ∃ opi s.t. all opi ’s dependencies are satisifed after
executing op then
4:
insert opi into T .runnable queue
// Commit transaction T
5: foreach op in T do
6:
wait for op to finish
7:
if op.status == aborted then
8:
abort all ops
9:
release locks held by all ops
10:
T .status = aborted
11:
return
12: commit all ops of T
13: release locks held by all ops
14: T .status = committed

Operation execution. The execution of each operation
consists of three phases, as shown in Algorithm 2:
• Check phase (Line 1-2): in StealDB, a transaction T

may try to execute an operation which has already been
stolen by other transactions. To ensure exactly-once execution, StealDB performs a check before executing
the operation. Specifically, each operation has a tid
field, whose value is initialized to contain the tid of its
corresponding transaction. Before executing an operation, StealDB sets the tid field to be null (⊥) with the
C AS atomic instruction. Therefore, StealDB can know
if the operation is under execution or not by simply
checking the tid field (Line 1).
• Lock phase (Line 3-9): StealDB locks each record be-

fore accessing, according to 2PL. StealDB provides a

new T RY L OCK interface: it returns 0 upon successfully
acquiring the lock. Otherwise, it returns the latest transaction (tidp ) waiting on this lock. We will discuss the
detail of the lock manager in Section 3.3. If StealDB
fails to acquire a lock, it will get the transaction instance context (Tp ) by using the tidp returned by T RYL OCK. Afterwards, it steals operations to execute using
the steal context kept by Tp (Algorithm 3), if Tp is still
running. After finishing a stolen operation, it will check
again whether the lock is acquired using C HECK AC QUIRED .
• Execute phase (Line 10-14): StealDB executes opera-

tion op and accesses the record. If op triggers a userinitiated abort, StealDB sets the status of op to be
aborted. Otherwise, it considers op as committed.

A LGORITHM 3: S TEAL O P (T , Tp ) :
Input: T : The current transaction
Tp : The previous transaction of T in the locking
queue
1: stealCtx = Tp .stealCtx
2: if stealCtx != ⊥ then
3:
tids = stealCtx.tid
4:
iop = stealCtx.op
5:
Tp .stealCtx = ⊥
6:
Ts = G ET T XN (tids )
7:
if I S RUNNING (tids ) then
8:
op = Ts .runnable queue[iop ]
9:
if iop > 0 then
10:
T .stealCtx = hTs , iop − 1i
RUN O P (op, tids )

11:

A LGORITHM 2: RUN O P (op, tid) :
Input: op: The operation of transaction T
tid: Transaction ID of the current transaction
// Check phase
1: if op.tid != tid || C AS(&op.tid, tid, ⊥) != tid then
2:
return
// Lock phase
T = G ET T XN(tid)
op.lockCtx.tid = tid
tidp = T RY L OCK (op.record.lock, op.lockCtx)
if tidp != 0 then
Tp = G ET T XN(tidp )
while !C HECK ACQUIRED(op.lockCtx) &&
I S RUNNING(tidp) do
9:
S TEAL O P (T , Tp )

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

// Execute phase
success = op.execute()
if success then
op.status = committed
else
op.status = aborted

Work stealing. When a transaction fails to acquire a lock,
it tries to steal operations from the previous transaction.
Algorithm 3 shows how S TEAL O P works: Suppose Tp is T ’s
previous transaction in the locking queue. Transaction T will
steal operation to execute by using Tp ’s stealCtx (Line 1).
stealCtx of Tp maintains the current stealing information:
the transaction ID (tids ) of the lock holder Ts and the index
of the Ts ’s last runnable operation (iop ) (Line 3-4). If Ts has
not finished, T will steal Ts ’s opi from its runnable queue
(Line 8 and 11). To enable T ’s successor transactions to steal
Ts ’s operations, T also sets its stealCtx with tids and iop −1
if there are further operations to steal(Line 9-10).

3.3 Lock Manager
StealDB’s lock manager provides three interfaces to the
transaction runtime: T RY L OCK, C HECK ACQUIRED and
U NLOCK.
T RY L OCK will return 0 if the thread acquires a lock successfully. Otherwise, it will return the previous transaction’s
ID. For example, both T1 and T2 access record a, and T1
acquires a’s lock before T2 . When T2 tries to lock a by calling T RY L OCK, it returns T1 ’s ID. C HECK ACQUIRED will
return true if the lock is granted to the current transaction.
Otherwise, C HECK ACQUIRED will return false. U NLOCK
will release the lock of the record.
A LGORITHM 4: T RY L OCK (lock, lockCtx) :
Input: lock: The shared lock object
lockCtx: The lock context
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

lockCtx.next = ⊥
lockCtx.spin = true
ctxp = X CHG (lock.tail, lockCtx)
if ctxp == ⊥ then
return 0

6: tidp = ctxp .tid
7: ctxp .next = lockCtx
8: return tidp

To provide the semantic of T RY L OCK and C HECK AC StealDB implements its lock mechanism based on
queue-based lock algorithms (e.g. MCS lock [33] and CLH
lock [9]). Algorithm 4 shows the basic logic of T RY L OCK
which is extended from MCS lock. However, our algorithm
is also suitable for other queue-based lock primitives (e.g.,
CLH queue lock). For each MCS lock, each transaction has
a local lock context (lockCtx). It includes a pointer next,
a boolean field spin and the transaction’s tid. Each lock
QUIRED ,
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Figure 3. The throughput comparison on the micro-benchmark

Figure 4. The throughput comparison on the micro-benchmark

with high contention.

with low contention.

maintains an explicit list of lockCtx structures. To acquire
a lock, a transaction will add its lockCtx in the lock’s list
(line 3). If there are already some other transactions waiting
on this lock, it will check the spin field by using C HECK ACQUIRED. On releasing the lock, it just simply clears the
spin flag of next waiter on the waiting list.

4.2 Micro-benchmarks

4. Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance and scalability of
StealDB and compare it to the traditional 2PL. Our evaluation seeks to answer the following three questions:
• What is the performance speedup of StealDB under

high contention?
• Does StealDB introduce overhead under low con-

tention compared to 2PL?
• What is the scalability of StealDB?

StealDB is implemented in C++ based on Silo [49],
an open-source multicore in-memory database using
Masstree [32] as a concurrent ordered index. We also implemented traditional 2PL with MCS lock [33] and the basic
work stealing algorithm as baselines.
4.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware. All evaluations were conducted on a 32-core
AMD machine (with hyper-threading), which consists of
four 2.20GHz Opteron 6274 processors and 32GB DRAM.
Each worker thread is bound to a CPU core.
Workload. There are two benchmarks in our evaluation:
the micro-benchmark that performs random updates to each
table, and the TPC-C new-order transactions. For each
benchmark, we evaluate StealDB against the traditional 2PL
(vanilla 2PL) under different contention levels and measure
the throughput. In our experiments, we warm up all systems
for 30s to get stable measurement results.

The micro-benchmark models a simple OLTP transaction.
The database contains 32 tables in total, and each table
contains 100K records with integer values. There is only
one type of transaction running in the workload. During
execution, each transaction chooses a random record from
each table and increments the value of the record by one.
We increase the contention level by restricting the number
of records in the first table that the transactions can access.
Under high contention, all transactions access the same first
record.
Figure 3 shows the throughput with increasing number of
threads under high contention. In this case, all waiting transactions are in the lock-waiting chain of the first record. 2PL
has a flat throughput, because only one transaction can make
progress and all other transactions are waiting for the lock of
the first record. Basic work stealing scheme performs well
with a small number of threads, but it cannot scale up because too many waiters will cause high contention. StealDB
reaches 2.2X peak throughput (48.0K vs 22.1K TPS) at 16
threads and keeps the throughput nearly unchanged to 64
threads. At 16 threads, 25 out of 32 operations are executed
by lock waiters, while the average execution time of operations increases by 3.3X (1.02us vs 3.36us) due to inter-core
communication.
Figure 4 shows the throughput of various systems under
low contention. Because transactions will hardly access the
same record, all worker threads will not be blocked by locks,
and almost no stealing happens. The throughput of StealDB
is nearly identical to that of 2PL, since StealDB can also
fully leverage the inter-transaction parallelism under low
contention without additional overhead.
4.3 TPC-C New-order Transactions
We plan to run the whole TPC-C benchmark to show the
real-world performance of StealDB. Currently, however,
StealDB can only run the new-order transaction since we
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Add deadlock detection. StealDB sorts all locks and
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will make a tool to analyze the dependencies inside transactions and generate code automatically.
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Figure 6. The throughput comparison on TPC-C new-order
transactions with low contention.

have not implemented the read-write lock and deadlock detection.
The new-order transaction first reads a warehouse, then
locks a district under that warehouse. The rest of the transaction does not cause much contention. We evaluated two
extreme cases of contention level. Under high contention,
there is only one warehouse with one district table. Under
low contention, each worker thread accesses its private warehouse. The new-order transaction involves 26 operations on
average.
Figure 5 shows StealDB outperforms 2PL by up to 2.8X
under high contention. At 16 threads, 80% operations of a
transaction are executed by other worker threads, and the average execution time of operations increases by 65% (0.96us
to 1.58us) due to inter-core communication. StealDB cannot
scale further with increasing threads because the first two
operations and the lock releasing part cannot be executed in
parallel.
Further, as shown in Figure 6, StealDB can provide a
similar performance with 2PL under low contention.

6. Related Work
There are existing work [7, 22, 41] to improve database performance by leveraging intra-transaction parallelism. These
systems [22, 41] dispatch independent sub-transactions to
different CPU cores at the beginning of transaction. Colohan et al. [7] also propose to speculatively execute independent sub-transactions concurrently. By contrast, StealDB
only exploits the intra-transaction parallelism when transactions conflict.
Database partitioning [15, 20, 44, 50] is another approach to take advantage of intra-transaction parallelism.
Database records are divided into multiple disjoint partitions, and all transactions are also divided into a couple of
sub-transactions, which will be dispatched to different partitions in advance. However, since each partition is protected
with a global lock, it is hard to scale when there are lots of
conflicting cross-partition transactions. DORA [36, 37] provides a fine-grained approach to associating each record with
a private lock. However, it would increase the complexity of
deadlock detection.
There also have been several efforts [35, 52, 56, 59] to
improve database performance under high contention via
static analysis. They usually assume a static workload and
build a conflict graph among all transaction types in advance [3, 4, 42]. Compared to StealDB, these approaches
are not suitable for those workloads in which new types of

transactions are encountered during the runtime. Some other
approaches [8, 12, 46–48] enforce the execution order of
all transactions to ensure serializability. However, they require knowing each transaction’s access pattern before execution [40]. In contrast, StealDB has fewer constraint on the
workload.
Multicore in-memory databases provide low latency and
high throughput for transaction processing comparing to
disk-based databases, and several commercial databases [11,
26, 29] have already taken this advantage. StealDB continues this line of research by optimizing transaction processing
in multicore and in-memory databases [23, 25, 26, 28, 36,
49, 54, 58, 60]. Yu et al. [58] studied the scalability of seven
concurrent control mechanisms by simulating up to 1024
cores, and identified the scalability bottlenecks of these concurrency control mechanisms. Silo [49] uses a epoch based
transaction ID generation mechanism and a decentralized
validation protocol to avoid contention points in OCC; it
achieves near-linearly scalability under low contention. Cicada [28] executes transactions in a optimistic multi-version
fashion, and uses multiple loosely synchronized clocks to
do the scalable timestamp generation. Cicada also includes
several optimizations to handle varied workloads, such as
choosing a maximum backoff time dynamically to adapt
to different contention level. Recently, some databases start
to improve multicore scalability by eliminating centralized
locks and latches [16, 17, 19, 39] for databases implemented
using 2PL. StealDB is orthogonal with these approaches and
can be applied to these systems.
Hardware transactional memory (HTM) has recently appeared in the latest commercial processors (e.g., Intel’s
RTM). Since HTM features like atomicity, consistency and
isolation (ACI) make it very promising for database transactions [6, 27, 53–55], it is interesting to explore how to utilize HTM for even better intra-transaction parallelism. Although, we focus on a single multi-core machine, it is possible to extend our scalable work-stealing scheme to distributed in-memory systems with highly concurrent transaction and query processing [43, 55].
The idea of StealDB is also influenced by multicore
research in identifying and avoiding unwanted interleavings [10, 18, 30, 31, 51, 57]. Examples include identifying harmful interleavings to detect concurrency bugs [30,
31], and constraining interleavings to avoid bugs [18, 38],
making multithreading stable [10, 57], and reducing nondeterminism for state machine replication [21].

7. Conclusion
This paper proposes a scalable work-stealing algorithm to
efficiently exploit intra-transaction parallelism among conflicting transactions. It uses run-time information of running transactions to dynamically parallelize OLTP workload among waiting threads, so that it can adapt to different contention levels. Our resulting system can significantly

improve the performance of OLTP workloads under high
contention without sacrificing the performance under low
contention. Our research opens a new way to extract intratransaction parallelism for OLTP workloads.
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